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Here you can find the menu of Kiro Sushi in Calgary. At the moment, there are 17 courses and drinks on the
menu. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What René Z likes about Kiro Sushi:

Well I just googled nearest sushi buffet near my place, and I found here. Although I attracted by another menu, I
would like to say it is sooo good! I tried unagi and wasabi sauce roll, soooo good! And today I tried another spicy
roll it is yummy as well, always feel surprised! And the salmon is thick, fresh, and even much bigger than other

store. Love it! read more. What Azusa Hirota doesn't like about Kiro Sushi:
Unfortunately taste was not good: except ice cream and beer: Sashimi was smelled fishy and watery. Sushi rice
was squished. I ordered 3 pieces of Salmon sashimi but only 2 came.However servers were very friendly and

professional.Very sadly, 3 stars or lower which I can tell. I may not go again. read more. With original Asian
spices fine traditional meals are prepared in the kitchen of Kiro Sushi in Calgary, The inventive fusion of different
dishes with fresh and partially daring products is highly valued by the visitors - a nice example of Asian Fusion.
Would you rather enjoy the food in your own four walls or on a special occasion like a festival? Thanks to the in-
house catering, that's easily possible, Particularly delicious are also the Maki and delicacies like Te-Maki from

this establishment.
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Alcoholi� Drink�
BEER

Kin� Californi� Roll�
DRAGON ROLL

Mai� course�
SUSHI

Sid� Order�
MAYO

Appet�er
TEMPURA

Sonstige�
SASHIMI

Asia� specialtie�
EDAMAME

Appet�er Fro� Sush� Bar
TUNA TATAKI

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
ICE CREAM

�tra�
WASABI

GINGER

Ingredient� Use�
SCALLOPS

UNAGI

SCALLOP

BEEF

TRAVEL

TUNA
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Opening Hours:
Tuesday 11:30 -21:30
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